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Pheromones provide one of the most effective means of communication widely observed in nature. 
Pheromone-based communication is particularly used by social insects such as bees, ants and 
termites both for inter-agent and agent-swarm communications. Due to its effectiveness, artificial 
pheromones have been adopted in multi-robot and swarm robotic systems for more than a decade. 
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We propose a novel artificial pheromone system that is reliable, accurate and uses off-the-shelf 
components only – an LCD screen and a low-cost USB camera. The system allows to simulate several 
pheromones and their interactions and to change parameters of the pheromones (diffusion, 
evaporation, etc.) on the fly allowing for controllable experiments. We tested the performance of the 
system using the Colias-Φ mobile robot platform in single-robot and swarm scenarios.  

To allow the swarm robotics community to use the 
system for their research, we provide it as a freely 
available open-source package. 

The behaviour of each pheromone is 
determined by four parameters: injection ι, 
evaporation eϕ, diffusion κ, influence c. Given 
that the image displayed on the screen is 
represented as a matrix I, the brightness of a 
pixel at position (x, y) is presented as I(x, y), 
and the ith  pheromone is modelled as a matrix 
φi, the brightness of each pixel that is 
displayed on the horizontal screen is given by: 
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Compared to the previous works, our method 
improves the state-of-the-art by providing (a) 
high resolution and precise trails due to the 
precise robot localization and the high resolution 
LCD screen, (b) the ability to accurately control 
pheromone diffusion, evaporation and release, 
(c) simulation of the interaction of multiple 
pheromones, that can amplify or suppress each 
other, and (d) the ability to display several 
pheromone types encoded by their colour. 


